
 
  

University of Massachusetts – Amherst 
Forestry alumni survey – Fall 2014 

For undergraduate graduates from years 2009 – 2014 
53 total forestry undergraduate alumni 

13 undeliverable addresses = Total possible population of 40. 
Total of 10 responses, for a response rate of 25%  

 
Do you currently work in the broad field of forestry as a means to earn your livelihood (i.e., “forestry” in the broad 
sense of working with trees, forests, land, and management or conservation issues, in either the urban or rural 
environment)? 
   YES __8___   NO __2___ 
 
If YES, How would you characterize your position in forestry [please circle one]: 
 Private consultant   Educator   
 Public lands manager   [n=4]  Commercial arboriculture Municipal arboriculture 
 Industrial/ procurement forester  [n=1]    Graduate student  [n=1]  
 Peace Corps    Armed Forces 
 Other ______[n=2]_______ 
 

                                 How long have you worked in forestry/ arboriculture? ___mean = 2.8 years_____ years.  
 

Are you employed in forestry/ arboriculture on a full-time (> 30 hrs/week) [n=8]  
 
or part-time basis? (please circle 1).  

 
Please indicate which of the following professional credentials you currently hold: 

 
SAF Certified Forester – CF  _____                     Forester License _n=1 in the state(s) of  _MA_______ 
 
Currently not eligible for a license, but intend to apply in the future _ n=2________ 

 
‘Certified Arborist’ by the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) _______ 
 
‘Mass Certified Arborist (MCA)’ by the Mass Arborist’s Association (MAA) __n=1_____ 

 
If you are not currently working in forestry/ arboriculture, why not? [check as many as apply] 
 

o No job where I wanted to live  ___n=1__ 
o Inadequate salary to meet my needs  ___n=1_ 
o Personal reasons  ___n=1__ 
o Lack of interest; my priorities changed from when I was an undergraduate picking a major  _____ 
o Other  _____ 

 
Do you use any knowledge or skills gained in your forestry/ arboriculture education in your personal or professional 
activities today?  Please check as many as are appropriate, or add some. 
 
 __8___ Ability to integrate information from a variety of disciplines 
 __8___ Outdoor skills        ___9__ Knowledge of nature           __4___Land protection tools     
 
 
 

 



 __5___ Land measurement skills (remote sensing, photogrammetry) 
 __8___ Measurement of trees, forests, and forest products            ___7__Writing skills 
 __4___ Wildlife habitat assessment        __4___ Forest harvesting             ____8_ Communication 

__2___ Pruning/ planting/ tree care           __9___ Tree and plant identification 
__5___ Planning           ___4__ Leadership                ___3__Easement monitoring 
__4___Conflict resolution            

 Other ______1_______________ 
 
Highlights or best parts of your forestry/ arboriculture program: 
1 Many hours in weekly labs were spent in the field which was invaluable for the field work 

component of research. In particular, forest mensuration has been greatly useful. I still refer to 
Avery and Burkhart.  

2 Dr. H. Dennis P. Ryan III,   Paul Cat, Dave Kittredge 
3 I enjoyed all of it. Great staff. Very accessible to students. Take interest in their education. 

Family atmosphere in program. I feel very prepared when I entered the real world. I use 
knowledge I learned every day.  

4 The staff were incredible. They are all true professionals in the field and really do a great job 
preparing students with the right knowledge.  

5 SAF access is very important; all forestry classes were very helpful to the job I have today 
6 Dennis Ryan’s arboriculture class was great; very applicable to working in the field. Timber 

harvesting was another very helpful class to post graduation working experiences 
7 Forest measurements provided me with the best foundation for the work I have been doing.  
8 Forest health and labs; not knowing much about one of my favorite places I enjoy spending time 

until I declared forestry as my major! 
9 Social aspects, human dimensions; breadth of program (wildlife, fisheries) 
10 Timber harvesting, GIS, silviculture, dendrology; SAF student chapter; all labs and trips – need 

more! 
 
 
Worst parts of your forestry/ arboriculture  program: 
 
1 Overall, given my interests, I felt there was much more emphasis on management and the 

ecology component of the program was a bit lacking. I would have liked more opportunities to 
work with remote sensing. 

2 Monday labs from 1:20 – 5:30 
3 The worst part was uncontrollable…   fellow students (2 or 3) not caring and making labs hard 

for everyone else! 
4 All of the classes not related to forestry, i.e., Gen eds! 
5 Plant disease and insect class was important, however overwhelming for one cramped semester 
6 There was a lack of skill building and emphasis on day-to-day forestry practices – hands-on in 

the woods! 
8 Measuring and scaling timber for merchantable timber value; dealing with people that don’t like 

to cut trees and biomass 
9 Tree/shrub ID was full; should be an independent course for forestry majors. Lack of basic 

ecology – could be stronger 
10 Not enough forestry course selection; more detail needed in classes; roads, BMPs, operations 
 
How can we improve the forestry/ arboriculture undergraduate program, and make it relevant to conditions today? 
1 I know there have already been changes – without knowledge of those, I would say more 

crossover of the two tracks could provide a greater number of employment opportunities in the 
urban or rural areas, depending on the studied track.  

2 For forestry, collaborate with wildlife dept to create an environmental law enforcement class; 
MA, VT game wardens as guest speakers.  

3 Keep the faculty involvement. Continue to develop and promote SAF. More timber cruising. By 
this I mean what people will buy. Not every logger wants half logs. Figure out how to get more 
timber painting practice.  

 
 
 

 



4 More connecting to real-life jobs and/or internships. Helping and aiding undergrads find 
reasonable jobs. A great program is for naught if that student can’t find a good job in that field.  

5 As long as umass keeps up with technology…   things easier in the field that way.  
6 Take a class out to survey a property with and without stone walls. Create a forest cutting plan, 

start to finish. Putting ribbons on trees was not adequate. Arboriculture forced an internship 
during the summer. Forestry should, too.  

8 Having upperclassmen work with foresters or lumber yards in the area 
9 Hard to say-   forestry is quite broad. A good NRC stats course, specifically for ecology, would 

be useful. Perhaps teaching with more modern inventory equipment? Basic silviculture and stand 
dynamics are still necessary.  

10 Keep as much traditional forestry in courses; GIS is important; operations, roadwork, harvesting, 
real world silviculture, more detail and course selection.  

 
Overall, how satisfied are you with your UMass – Amherst forestry/ arboriculture  undergraduate education? 
 
1   2   3   4   5 
very   unsatisfied  uncertain  satisfied  very 
unsatisfied                                                                                                                                        satisfied 
 

mean = 4.65     min = 4     max = 5 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 


